**Men Who Stare at Goats**

*By ANDY MOORE*

“The Men Who Stare at Goats” satirizes war cynicism. How do visitors from across health care and the seemingly human past involving the Vs. caution his church (suddenly full who visits the Vs’ “mothership” and freely accept their healing methods themselves whether they like new Star Trek crowd, the underlying mes- everything and everyone). And though ers, try to make sense of the arrival played by Scott Wolf and many oth- of humanity and says to the world, beautiful, apologizes for scaring all Baccarin, who seems inhumanly High Commander Anna, played by The ships soon reveal themselves as universal health care. “V,” the cult sci- aliens, reptiles, politics, religion and “V” may seem like a show only for the ery thing and everyone). And though “V”, the cult sci- grams, where bland comedies going anywhere original, it’s worth view with Chad, “Embracing change you wonder where they put their Berni Cuomo coming to terms some- There is no question whether they like real things like real things have a way of turning other people’s small victories and*